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That Type of Girl Deserves It

Every young woman I know was vialated when the nude pictures of Jennifer Lawrence and

ether sucqessful wcmen were posted on the internet for public consumption against their will.

Same of us reason that these young women deserve t0 be sexually and publicly violatéd because

they created these images. We reason that We have a right to their naked bodies simply because

the images exist somewhere in the ether. That is to say that the mere existence G? a woman’s

body is justification f0: its violation.

This has nothing tc- do with ceiebrity. Or revenge. Notwithtanding the fact that a victim of

revenge pom or a hach'ng created those images within the confines of an intimate relationship

or for herself, we believe she deserves to be punished. We seek to punish her for her immodesty.

Far being a sexual creature in the first place. That type ofgiri deserves it. Hell, she probably

benefits fmm it. This line of reasoning reIeases the voyeurs of any responsibility, as they

sexually violate a woman who has not consented to the viewing «3f her naked body.

It is an exercise in viotim~blaming as old as time itself and as relevant as ever. But what those

of us whc view these imagfi may not undemand— or are apathetic to- £5 the impact of thws
"leaks“ on the ycung women we lave.

Each time these images are leaked, it makes me fee} that I have lost control over my own body
and destiny. It makes me believe that merely existing as a female in this world makes me
vulnerable and subg‘ect to violation. It makes me shrink, to hecom-a invisible. It makes female

success feel dangerous. It demonstrakes to me that the power of influential women is limited

and that afi women are ultimately reduced to mere sexuality. It beaches me that despite my
whale personhoed, my sexuality is the most powerful and obfious too} to shame me. I am
shameful.

But I also come from a generation cf young weamen who were taught that their physical
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known exactly What it was. W's didn't call it rape because we were drunk. Because after we said

no and he wouldn't step, we gave in. Because we couldn't remember all of it. Because we were

afraid no one would believe us’ Because we didn’t believe ourselves. Because we blamed

ourselves. Because this couldn't happen to us. This only happened to that type ofgz'rl.

ReutArm't fives in Vancouver, British CoSumbia where she works in commercial? litigation.

She hoids a MA. in Diplomacy and Conflict Studiesfrom the IDCHeerz'ya and a J.D.from the

University osz'ctoria. She writes essays aboutfeme‘m'sm, poiitics and publicpoiicy. Follow her

on Twitter @reutama’t,

[Iliustration by Jim Cooke]

Amazing (and aggravating, in a good way) article, but the illustration that accompanies it

takes things to a Whole different level. These reflective pieces are why I come to Gawker.
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